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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND APPROACH 
In this country, art as a part of the education of youth began 
as early as 1750. Since that time, the role of art in education has 
developed in depth, breadth, and purpose, until it reached the relatively 
important position it holds today. This growth did not just happen. 
Many factors, individual action and environmental changes, were instru-
mental in bringing about this development. 
Students of art education are concerned with the role of art 
education today and tomorrow. If we are to fully understand what is 
happening today and what is I ikely to happen tomorrow, we would do well 
to first look at what happened yesterday, and attempt to understand why 
it happened. 
With this in mind, the graduate students of Art 591, under the 
guidance of Dr. James Roy, at Eastern Illinois University, undertook 
the group assignment of researching and writing a history of the develop-
ment of art education in America, and the individuals and social factors 
influencing that development. This paper is an outgrowth of that project. 
THE PROBLEM 
Art has fulfilled a role in American education for over two 
hundred years. In the course of that time, our society, its problems, 
and its demands have gone through considerable change. As education's 
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purpose is to prepare individuals to function properly in society, it 
has been necessary for education to continually adapt itself to the 
changing society. Art, 1 ike all the subjects of the curriculum, has 
been a part of this growth and development. It has changed in purpose, 
form, and method of presentation in order to better justify and fulfill 
its claim to a role in education. 
As the mid-point of this century approached, the growth and 
development of art education seemed to be leveling off, having reached 
a plateau. The purpose of this paper is to describe the nature of the 
social environment of this plateau period, the role and form in which 
art education has seemed to settle, and finally, to show the relation-
ships between the two. 
THE APPROACH 
The main body of this paper will be divided into two chapters, 
chapters II and II I. Chapter II will describe the social environment 
of the period 1950-1960, its events, problems and people. Chapter II I 
will deal with art education. Beginning with important historical 
material on its growth and development during the previous two hundred 
years, it will concentrate on the period from 1950 to the present, 
describing the purpose, form, and important people of art education 
during the period. Following this, a fourth chapter will take the form 
of a summary of the two previous chapters, tying them together, forming 
conclusions, and forcasting future growth and development for art education. 
CHAPTER 11 
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE MID-l900 1 S 
As midcentury approached, the American people had just been 
relieved of the burden of World War 11, and were anxious to settle back 
into peacetime life. The six years of war had violently disturbed pol it-
ical, social, and economic arrangements throughout the world. Russia 
had emerged from the war as the dominant industrial and military power 
of Europe. France and 'Italy were weak and torn asunder by factional 
quarrels. The British Empire was in decline. In the Far East, Japan 
had lost her position of power. In China, the Communists finally 
triumphed and forced the remnants of the Nationalist Army to seek 
refuge on the island of Formosa. Colonial populations in Asia and 
Africa were restless and in revolt. Everywhere there was a rising 
demand for recognition and status in the world of nations. 
During World War II the United States had become the world's 
strongest economic, industrial, and military power, and no longer could 
they consider isolation in regard to foreign affairs. Many international 
problems had arisen on which they could not turn their back. The United 
States became a leader in wrold affairs. It took an active part in the 
United Nations. It helped the nations of western Europe to rebuild 
their ruined cities and industries. It adopted a 11policy of containment 11 
toward Russia and her satellites. It entered a military alliance with 
the countries of western Europe and supplied them with money to strengthen 
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their defenses. A 11 cold war 11 developed between the Communist nations 
and the democratic powers of the West. In dealing with the various crises 
of the cold war, the United States sought to develop a military strength 
superior to that of any other nation. 
A midcentury survey of the United States showed that remarkable 
economic, scientific, and social progress had been made. Productivity 
had climbed. Porsperity had been widely distributed. If peace and 
stability in the world could be maintained, the United States should 
anticipate days of even greater accomplishment. 
I WAR AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE FIFTIES 
The peace which followed World War I I did not last long. Barely 
five years after VJ-Day the United States 1 armed forces were at war 
again. This time in Korea under the flag of the United Nations" After 
three years of fighting, and two years of peace-negotiations, the Korean 
War ended in a stalemate in July, 1953. The Korean situation was virtu-
ally the same as when the war broke out" In America there was satisfac-
tion, but 1 ittle rejoicing, over the signing of the truce. The war had 
devastated South Korea, cost the 1 ives of 54,246 American soldiers, and 
wounded 103,384 others. The financial cost was estimated at more than 
twenty-two bill ion dollars. 1 
The United States and the United Nations had fought for a 1 imited 
lRuth Wood Gavin and William A" Hamm, United States History 
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., 1960)., p. 787. 
objective, containment. They had achieved it. However, President 
Eisenhower gave the American people a hint of the future effect of 
foreign affairs upon their 1 ives when he told them they had won an 
armistice, but not peace. He told them that they could not relax their 
guard nor cease in their quest to bring peace to the entire world. 2 
~Cold!@.!:• The ending of the "hot war'' in Korea marked the 
resumption of the "cold war 11 between the Communists led by Russia, and 
the Western Powers, mainly the United States. As already noted, an 
armistice, but not peace, was achieved in Korea, and North and South 
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Korea were still not united,. This meant that a large number of American 
soldiers were to remain in Korea to ''watch over" the situation. North 
Vietnam had also fallen to Communism. The question of admitting Red 
China to the United Nations still was not settled. The Chinese 
Nationalists remained in control of Formosa, and were recognized as the 
official Chinese government. 
Russia began competing with the United States in extending 
economic and military aid and trade opportunities to unaligned countries. 
When aid and promises did not work. Russia used threats in its endeavor 
to woo the neutral countries of the Far East and Near East. In many 
cases these Communist threats were the cause of major crises and near-
crises. 
Russian industrial and technical strength had made great progress 
2 ... 
Ibid .. , p. 780. 
--
since World War I I. Having exploded an atomic bomb in 1949, and a 
hydrogen bomb in 1953, they had made it quite clear that the United 
States no longer had pre-eminent power in atomic weapons. Indeed there 
was some speculation that Russia was superior in air power and other 
areas of military power. The American complacency which some people 
had been decrying, was rudely shattered in October, 1957, when Russia 
announced that she had successfully launched and placed in orbit a man-
made satellite. The Russians named their satellite Sputnik, which 
overnight became a common household term. 
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Ever since the end of the second world war, the development of 
missles had been proceeding in both Russia and the United States. Americans 
had been confident that they were far ahead in the race to develop new 
weapons. However, Sputnik ended all question as to whom was leading 
the race. October, 1957 and Sputnik also became a reference date, 
marking the beginning of a new race. This time both competitors were 
going "all out," and the whole world was the audience. 
When Americans received news of Sputnik, they responded with 
indignation and fear. Suddenly they were aware that they were no 
longer leading in an area which might mean life or death of the free 
world. If the Russians possessed a rocket powerful enough to launch 
satellites, they also had rockets powerful enough to bombard the United 
States with nuclear weapons. The balance of power had shifted. 
More important than the indignation and fear itself, was the 
rapid and feverish action which grew out of it. When the eighty-fifth 
Congress met in January, 1958, President Eisenhower presented the 
largest peacetime budget in history, 74 billion dollars. Congress 
increased this sum to over 76 bi 11 ions, and provided an additional 
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4 bi 11 ions, if they should be needed for rocket and missle development. 
In addition, and perhaps more important, Congress ( 1 ) amended the 
Atomic Engergy Act of 1946 to permit the sharing of atomic secrets with 
our allies; (2) created a National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
to co-ordinate research and development; (3) gave the Secretary of 
Defense much more direct control over the three branches of the armed 
forces; and (4) adopted the National Defense Education Act, appropriating 
over one bill ion dollars in matching grants to the states for educational 
programs to strengthen national security over a four-year period.3 The 
effect of these bills, similar ones in following years, plus the results 
of the renewed effort by the United States to develop their missles 
and rockets, did much to regain the lost prestige and restore the 
leadership image of the American people. 
Communism l!l America. The American Communist Party had existed 
in this country for many years, but had not amounted to much, and had 
been viewed with indifference by the general public. After World War I I, 
however, events abroad revealed that Communist parties in foreign 
countries were in reality agents of Moscow. Russia's actions in the 
United Nations and their foreign policy toward the United States had 
31 bid.' p. 804. 
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aroused in the American people a strong dislike for the Russian leaders, 
if not for all the Russian people. Thus, with the American people 
aroused, another series of events in and around this country, confirmed 
the belief that Communist organizations were actually subversive, and 
set off an intensive security drive in the United States. The frantic 
search for subversive elements spread to all levels of American society, 
sometimes in a climate bordering on hysteria. The most demogogic 
and sensational charges were made by Senator Joseph R. McCarthy of 
Wisconsin. After charging nearly every department of the government, 
and everyone in those departments with subversive action, (all of 
which led to nothing), he was finally censured by his own colleagues 
for his reckless and abusive actions. 
Having got their fill of reckless, unfounded charges, the 
American people gradually settled back and left the job of Communist 
hunting to the professionals, the F.B.I. 
I I ECONOMIC AFFAIRS OF THE FIFTIES 
During the period 1950-1960, the American people were enjoying 
general prosperity of a degree unmatched in the history of mankind. 
This prosperity was merely the continuation of the healthy economical 
growth which had begun in the late thirties, at the end of the Great 
Depression. Recovery to the 1929 per capita income level had occured 
by 1940, but it was the massive defense and war spending during the 
period 1940-1945 which really started the wheels of economy spinning at 
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great speed. Then, in spite of predictions of a postwar depression, 
the economy experienced great expansion and prosperity between 1945 
and 1960. There were brief business recessions in 1949 and 1954, a 
longer and more serious one in 1957 and 1958, and another brief recession 
during 1960-1961. However, in each case, business recovered and climbed 
to new heights. 
Economical Growth. The American economy's behavior during the 
period 1945-1960 can perhaps best be shown by a few summary statistics. 
The gross national product increased from 314 bill ion dollars in 1945 
to 439.2 billion dollars in 1968. Yearly per capita income, before 
taxes, increased from $1224 to $2247, or by 84 per cent during the same 
period.4 Never before had the American people known such prosperity 
and expansion for so long without a major depression. 
~ Industries and Automation. The greatest spur to economic 
development and expansion during the period was the emergence and 
growth of large number of new or nearly new industries employing 
hundreds of thousands of workers. Among these industries were chemical 
synthetics, producing such things as plastics, rubber, fabrics, 
detergents, drugs, and many others. The old electric appliance industry 
began producing a host of new products--home arr conditioners, electric 
4oan Golenpaul (ed), Information Please Almanac, Atl~s ~ 
Yearbook {New York: Simon and Shuster, 1950-1960), p. 601. 
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blankets, automatic clothes washers and dryers, automatic hairdryers, 
dishwashers, garbage disposals, and on and on. The American people 
having been deprived of many products during the war, cashed in their 
wartime savings and bonds to purchase these new products. 
The discoveries and developments in electronics for war purposes 
were quickly converted to use in civilian products. With television 
leading its growth, the electronics industry began turning out many 
new intricate instruments like counters, sorters, and computers. 
Television sets in use in the United States leaped from 700 in 1947 
to 54 mill ion in 1960.5 
As electronic devices led to more automatic machine processes, 
labor was faced with the spreading problem of automation. Some people 
feared that machines operating machines operating other machines would 
become a vicious cycle and create widespread unemployment. Others were 
quick to see that the production of the new machines and their use in 
new industries opened up untold future labor opportunities although it 
might create temporary unemployment. The problem was one of training 
more workers for specialized skills. The principle change was a steady 
increase in labor 1s skill and productivity in various branches of 
industry. Between 1947 and 1960, productivity in American industry 
increased nearly 40 per cent.6 
51bid., p. 419. 6-lbid., P. 586. 
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Labor. The increased productivity of American industry resulted 
in an increase of 40 per cent from 1940 to 1960 in the number of workers 
gainfully employed.? More important than this, however, were the changes 
within the working force. The number of farmers and farm workers decreased 
sharply. The industrial workers increased, but not in proportion to 
productivity. The important change in the labor force during the period 
was the enormous expansion that occurred in employment in '~ervice 
industries,'' trade, finance, and government. 
Industrial workers wages rose from a weekly average of $53 in 
1940, to $73 in 1950, to $91 in 1960. 8 Since most of the period 1940 
to 1960 was marked by expanding production, the industrial worker of 
this period generally enjoyed full employment. 
Because of the long period of expanding economy, full employment, 
and growing per capita income, the period 1950-1960 was marked by the 
near-disappearance of what used to be called the "lower class. 11 There 
were still differences in the way the rich minority and the not-so-rich 
majority lived, but for the most part they were differences of degree. 
In the early part of the century, being a factory worker usually meant 
living at or below the level of subsistance. In the fifties it meant, 
figuratively speaking, driving a less expensive make of automobile, or 
owning only one television set, or having window fans instead of air 
71bid., p. 280. 
8~' J.E1.9..' p. 592. 
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conditioning. There were still isolated areas of blight and subsistant 
living, mostly in the South and the Appalachians. But for the most 
part, the American people had plenty to eat, a good place to live, a 
large numbe~ of luxuries, and a promising future. 
I I I COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPORTATION 
The systems of communication and transportation which a society 
possess greatly affect their way of 1 ife. For example, the invention 
of the automobile at the turn of the twentieth century was a major 
breakthrough in transportation, and greatly affected the future develop-
ment of many phases of American life. 
In the period since the beginning of World War I I, there have 
been very few new forms of communication or transportation developed, 
however, there has been a great deal of refinement and expansion in 
the existing forms. 
Communication 
Television. Television is the one form of communication which 
might be considered newly-developed during the period 1945-1960. Although 
actually invented and developed several years earlier, it wasn 1 t until 
after World War I I that it became practical enough to place on the 
market. However, once on the market, the television industry experienced 
fantastic growth and popularity. The number of television sets in use 
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grew from 7000 in 1947, to 54 mill ion in 1960.9 Although the quality 
of picture-reception was often poor during the first couple of years, 
by the mid-fifties nearly any family anywhere in the United States 
could receive a 11good picture" on their set. 
The quality of the programming was another question. After the 
fascination of the phenomenon itself wore off, many people began decrying 
the poor intellectual quality of the programs. Although there has 
undoubtedly been some improvement, in general the programs are still 
directed toward entertaining the masses, and leave much to be desired 
by the serious minded individuals. There was a great deal of talk of 
improving program quality through 11pay T.V. 11 but very little action 
until the latter part of the fifties. A few educational T.9. stations 
sprang up across the country and some school systems made good use of 
them. However, financial problems on the part of both the stations and 
the schools, and program planning and co-ordination on the part of 
the stations kept its usage from becoming widespread. Closed circuit 
television became very advantageous in communicating special subject 
matter and events to select audiences. 
Radio. Radio also experienced refinement during this pertod. 
Not only did the number of radio stations greatly increase, but the 
9Arthur S. Link and David S. Muzzey, Our American Republic (New 
York: Ginn and Co., 1963), p. 666. 
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decline in radio-1 istening which had been forecast with the advent of 
television, did not materialize, and the number of radio sets in use 
also sharply increasedo The development of F. M. (frequency modulation) 
radio transmission and reception provided the 1 istener with higher 
quality sound and static-free receptiono 
Telephone. There was considerable improvement in telephone 
service during this period. The number of units on party-1 ines was 
reduced. Electronic developments made possible the elimination of 
operators or the familiar "central 11 in favor of direct dial ing, first 
on local calls, and later on cross-country long distance calls. The 
elimination of operators reduced the personnel costs of the companies, 
and they in turn passed the savings on to the customers. By 1962, it 
was possible to make a three-minute station to station call from any place 
in the United States to any other place in the country except Alaska 
and Hawaii, for one dollar or less, after 9 o 1 clock P.Mo 
All of these developments have had a great effect on the American 
people. Their entertainment habits have been altered, their knowledge 
of the world about them greatly broadened, and the distance between 
friends and relatives narrowedo The future promises to hold even 
greater developments in the area of communications. 
Transportation 
During the period 1945-1960, there were no new modes of trans-
portation developed. There were many improvements and conversions to 
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the existing forms, and more Americans were traveling than ever before. 
The greater part of that travel was taking place on the highways, but 
there was an increasing number of air travelers, and although rail 
travel was decreasing, except from the suburbs to the central cities, 
there were still some people who chose to travel by rail, deploring the 
nervous, crowded highways, and not trusting the airplanes • 
.81.r. Travel. The growth and development of the airlines industry 
was one of the most important of the period. After World War I I, coma 
mercial air travel underwent tremendous expansion. Many large businesses 
began to depend heavily on air transport in transacting their affairs. 
Some went so far as to purchase their own company planes. In 1957 
commercial jet transportation became a reality. The jets were able to 
fly higher and faster than conventional aircraft. The jets made it 
possible for a New York businessman to breakfast with his family, board 
a Chicago-bound jet, spend the midday in conference with his Chicago 
representatives, and st i 11 have time to fly back to New York to dinner 
with his f am i 1 y. In many cases, the ground travel time to and from the 
airports was greater than the flying time. 
The Railroads. The rails industry during this period, completed 
the switch from steam to diesel powered engines. However, despite the 
cleaner locomotion, and less loss of maintenance time, the popularity 
of rail travel and transport of goods declined. 
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Automobiles and Highways. It was on the nation 1s highways where 
the greatest amount of travel took place during the period 1945-1960. 
The generally high level of prosperity made it possible for every 
family to own an automobile. In fact, by the mid-fifties, an automobile 
was considered a necessity, so great and widespread was their use. The 
1960 census showed that there was an average of nearly three cars per 
family in the United States. American people had more money to travel 
about their country, and they were using it to do so. 
Highways and secondary roads throughout the nation were being 
built and improved to safely handle the increased travel load. In 1956, 
Congress passed the Federal Aid to Highways Act.10 This provided for 
the building of 41,000 miles of interstate highways designed for speedy, 
safe travel from coast to coast and north to south. The act also 
provided for the construction of 141,000 miles of state highways on 
the primary system, and 510,000 miles of secondary or farm to market 
roads. This project, at a cost of 50 bill ion dollars, was to be 
completed in 13-15 years. 
Projections .t2 the Future. Rocket, missle, and satellite 
successes during the period 1958-1963 forecast future space travel, 
and the success of atomic powered submarines may have forecast the 
day Americans will cross the ocean on atomic powered luxury-liners. 
10Ruth Wood Gavin and William A. Hamm, United States History 
{Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., 1960); p. 797. 
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IV AMERICAN EDUCATION OF THE FIFTIES 
American education was confronted with some very difficult 
challenges at midcentury. The main challenge was brought on by the 
surge in population. By the mid-fifties a new classroom of children 
was reaching school age every ten minutes day and night. The question 
was raised as to whether local and state systems could keep up with the 
expanding need for schools and teachers. By 1960, there were a total 
of 36,305,000 students enrolled below college level, as compared with 
a total of 25,434,000 in 1940.ll Low teacher salaries were discouraging 
young people from entering the profession. 
There were very few Americans who were unconcerned, and many 
cities and states had the wealth and resources to meet the challenge. 
Wealthier states 1 ike California, New York and 111 inois, with their 
rich suburban counties led the country in the effort to meet the 
challenge. The American people increased their expenditures for elementary 
and secondary education from 2t bill ion dollars in 1940 to more than 
13t bill ion dollars in 1958. The national average teacher 1s salary and 
expenditure per pupil increased rapidly during the 1950 1 s--from $3010 
and $208.83 respectively, in 1950, to $4702 and $341.14 respectively, 
in 1958. 12 By 1960 the worst phase of the crisis was over in many 
parts of the country. 
11 Arthur s. Link and David S. Muzzey, .Qg[ American Republic 
(New York: Ginn and Co., 1963), p. 670. 
12 tbid., P• 670. 
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On the other hand, poorer local and state governments in the 
South and West were finding it difficult to meet the huge financial burden 
involved in rapid expansion. In 1955, a White House Conference on 
Education pointed up the fact that there were wide differences in school 
expenditures and facilities. Soon afterward, it seemed certain that 
Congress was going to pass a bill calling for expenditure of 1.6 billion 
dollars for school construction over a four-year period. However, it 
failed when an amendment was added which forebade the use of any Federal 
money by states or counties maintaining segregated school system. 
The Federal aid to education log jam was broken in 1958 when 
Congress, alarmed by Sputnik and other Soviet achievements, passed the 
National Defense Education Act.13 This bill provided for matching 
grants to states to improve those areas of study which contribute to 
national defense. Some areas which this included were mathematics, 
science, guidance, and testing, and university graduate programs. 
Another and perhaps more important challenge faced American 
public education at midcentury. It was a challenge to maintain or 
restore high standards in order that mass education need not be mediocre 
education. Critics raised the question of whether public schools were 
doing a good job and set off a number of intensive evaluations of 
academic programs across the country. This was given impetus by the 
13 1bid., p. 671. 
g1owing reports of the Russian schoo1s brought back by educators sent 
there to survey and eva1uate that systemo The results of that concern 
for improving the schoo1s and curricu1um was beginning to show up in 
the ear1y 1960 1 so 
V AMERICAN CULTURE DURING THE FIFTIES 
Regardless of the extent of a society 1s economic, educational, 
and scientific deve1opment, it cannot be considered a complete, mature 
society unless it has also developed cultura11y. That is, developed 
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their own unique forms of expression in the various fine arts; contributing 
to the world works of art which express and characterize their way of 
1 ife; developed an appreciation of the classical as we11 as contemporary 
for~s and works of art. During the fifties, the United States fina11y 
reached cu1tura1 maturity. In every area of the fine arts there was 
great interest and activity. 
Music. Public interest in music had developed at an incredible 
pace after World War I. A great deal of the credit belongs to radio. 
After World War I I, the introduction of microgroove, 1ong-p1aying 
phonograph records revived record playing, which had dec1 ined with the 
coming of radio. Further refinements such as high-fidelity and 
stereophonic records and record players, improved the sound qua1 ity, 
and initiated a renewed interest in classical and semi-classical music. 
A1so, during the fifties, there was a strong revival of jazz, both 
Dixieland and Progressive. Many of the better popular tunes came from 
Broadway plays and movies, and were then recorded for the enjoyment 
of mill ions of people who would never see the movies or plays, to 
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enjoy. The fifties saw the appearance and growth of the most tumultuous 
creation in the history of modern music, rock and roll. The American 
teen-agers were caught up in it and anyone who complained was 11square. 11 
Sociologists and psychologists had many theories, but have yet to agree 
upon the social significance of this form of music. During the latter 
part of the forties there was a tremendous increase in the production 
and popularity of American folk music. At first most of the songs were 
modern reditions, but soon singers were 11making the scene 11 with original 
and authentic sounds of early America. 
The Visual Arts. There was more evidence of public interest in art 
during the 1950 1s than ever before. Each year it was estimated that 
over 50 mill ion Americans visited art exhibits. A growing number of 
adults were making a hobby of painting, sculpting, ceramics, or other 
fine arts. Still more of them bought original works by American artists, 
some well-known, some obscure. 
These developments could be traced to many influences: (1) Service-
men returning from Europe where they had seen the great works of art 
of the past. (2) The publication of articles on art, illustrated in 
full color, by popular pictorial magazines. (3) Television documentaries 
and lectures on art. (4) The gift of many private art collections 
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to the public. (5) The return of advertising to greater use of free-
hand sketch illustrations instead of photography. (6) Perhaps most 
influential, the study and practice of art and the art activity in the 
schools and colleges across the nation. Each of these influenced the 
growth of interest in the visual arts during this period. Which was 
most influential is not important.• What is important, is that an 
increasing number of Americans were practicing, collecting, and appreciating 
the visual arts. 
Literature a.!:!S! Poetry. During the fifties the most proclaimed authors 
in American 1 iterature were still the 11giants 11 of the pre-war days, 
William Fulkner, John Stienbeck, Edna Ferber, Hemmingway, etc. Those 
authors who had begun th~lr writing during the 1940 1s still had not 
come into the 1 imelight. However, they were still writing and it 
seems certain that many of them will become well-known. 
Some of the important works of the fifties were: 
Requiem for a Nun 
East of Eden-.7 •• .o 0 0 
Glint~.--;-: • . "... 0 • 
Old Man and the Sea •••• 
Bridge'S .. Ot"Toko Rr ...... 
From the"""Terrace-: • • • • • 
AdVTse-"a'nd Consent •••• 
• • 
. . 
On July 21, 1959, a federal judge ruled unconstitutional the 
ban on an unexpurgated version of D. H. Lawrence 1s novel of 1928. 
Lady Chatterly 1s Lover. This ruling set the stage for an onslaught 
of this type of novel on the bookstands of America. 
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CHAPTER 111 
AMERICAN ART EDUCATION AT MIDCENTURY: 1950-1960 
As early as 1749 Benjamin Franklin proposed that drawing be taught 
in the schools of Pennsylvania. Since that time, many individuals and 
events have contributed to the considerable growth and development of art 
education into what it is now, midway through the 1900 1s. It would there-
fore, seem only reasonable to briefly review that developmental history, 
and the people and events that contributed. This two-hundred year 
developmental period can conveniently be divided into six shorter periods. 
I THE DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY OF ART EDUCATION IN AMERICA 
The Birth of Art Education: 1750-1850 
Art, as a part of education, was virtually non-existant during 
the period 1750-1850. That it did exist at all, we have such individuals 
as Benjamin Frankl in, Thomas Jefferson, Horace Mann, and Pestalozzi to 
thank. Each of these men was advocating the use of drawing in schools 
at a time when most educators felt education was a very strict, serious 
business in which there was no room for "frills. 11 However, through the 
insistant writings of men such as these and others, and through the 
interested efforts of teachers such as William Bentley Fowle,3nd Amos 
Bronson Alcott, art in the form of drawing did get a foothold in the 
American schools. 
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In 1827, the upper class students of the English High School in 
Boston, were offered drawing as an elective subject. It became a required 
subject in 1826. The city of Cleveland, Ohio, introduced drawing as a 
regular exercise in its schools in 1849. 
Art education, during this period, consisted entirely of drawing. 
The students were required to copy on paper or with slates and chalk, 
pictures from books, or objects which the teacher placed before them. 
It was felt that this exercise would develop co-ordination between the 
eye and hand, or it was considered a wholesome rest period. 
The Infancy of Art Education: 1850-1900 
This fifty-year period was marked by a great deal of theorizing 
and very 1 ittle real action or change in the practical use of art in the 
schools. But, most important, the idea that some form of art should be 
included in the curriculum spread, and many more schools included it. 
Like the preceeding period, that form of art usually was copious, 
representational drawing and nothing else. However, educators were 
attempting to better understand the child and his natural process of 
learning, and also to better understand the nature of art and how it 
could contribute to the education of children. Some interested educators 
were coming out against the traditional copying, and one man, G. Stanley 
Hall, was studying the psychological development of children through 
their drawings. These were important steps in art education 1 s develop-
ment, but it would be many years before the schools teaching art would 
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pay significant heed to them. 
Growth and Expansion of Art Education: 1900-1920 
In many ways this period was merely a reflection of the previous 
one. However, the ideas and theories of that earlier period were finally 
being recognized and put into practice in many schools. There was a 
movement toward the use of a greater variety of materials, and crafts 
became a part of the art program. The Bauhaus• educational principles 
contributed much during this period, to the current philosophy of art 
education. One of their objectives was, 11 ••• to keep alive in adults 
the child 1 s sincerity of emotion, his truth of observation, his fantasy, 
and creativeness. 111 Also, the School Arts Magazine, which only a few 
years earlier had been very traditionally inclined, began to call for 
more 11freedom 11 in the classroom and to reflect other influences of the 
art education theorists. 
A Direction for Art Education: 1920-1930 
11Modern art education may be said to date from 1920. Progress 
was due to a widespread interest in art as education. 112 This statement 
by ltal io L. de Francesco, provides an indication of the great strides 
made in art education during the 1920 1 s. 
lLazlo Maholy-Nagy, ~~Vision and Abstract of.§!!! Artist 
(New York: Wittenhorn Shultz, 1947), p. 11. 
21talio L. de Francesco, Art Education (Its Means and Ends) 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1958), p. 73. - ---
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By 1920, the art educational ideas and theories of previous 
periods had captured the imagination of a large portion of the art 
teachers in America. New activities and materials were in wide usage, 
and drawing instruction was no longer so traditionally copious and 
representational, but was leaning toward individual interpretation of 
subject material. 
John Dewey and progressive education laid stress upon "experience" 
activities and the individual in general education. Both of these 
principles aided the growth of art education and gave birth to the idea 
of correlating art activities with other academic subjects. 
During this period there was a great increase in the publication 
of 1 iterature concerning art education, much of which supported art 
activities which were varied, individualized, correlated, and taught in 
an atmosphere of democratic freedom. Some of these publications were: 
Art Education ln. the United States, Royal B. Farnum, Bureau 
of Education, Washington, D.C., 1925. 
·~roblem of Differentiation and Standardization of Art Work 
in Modern High Schools," School Review, May, 1924. 
The Beginnings of Art ln. the Public Schools, Margaret Mathias, 
Scribner: New York, 1924. 
Art ln. the School, Belle Boas, Doubleday: New York, 1924. 
Art Education: The Present Situation, Royal B. Farmer, Bureau 
of Education, Washington, D.C., 1923. 
Organization and Teaching of Art, Leon L. Winslow, Doubleday: 
New York, 1925. 
The Business of Teaching and Supervising the Arts, Valentine Kirby, 
Abbot Education Company: Chicago, 1927. 
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A Period of Neglect and Concern: 1930-1950. 
The period 1930-1950 was something of a paradox. Although the 
professional art educators continued to be concerned with the development, 
clarification, and growth of the ideas and practices of the 1920 1 s, the 
practical application of art in education was neglected somewhat. 
Beginning in 1929, the American people were beset with two catastrophic 
events which affected every phase of their 1 ife. The first of these was 
the Great Depression of 1929, and just when the nation was recovering 
from this, World War I I broke out. In each case the result was a 
diversion of concern and finances from education. The researchers and 
the theorists continued in their work, but because the theories and the 
findings of the research were not being put into practice, the growth 
and development of art education, so characteristic of the 1920 1 s ground 
to a near-halt. 
However, the research and findings of this period were of utmost 
importance. For, at the end of World War I I, attention once again turned 
toward art education, and along with it, the return of financial support. 
Then, with the interest and support of the American people behind them, 
the art teachers began to put into practice the findings and theories of 
the past period of neglect, and they proved to be very significant to 
the future growth and development of art education. 
The most significant research of this period was performed by 
Dr. Viktor Lownfeld. A psychologist-art educator at Pennsylvania State 
College, he studied the nature of the creative activity and its effect 
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on the mental and emotional growth of children. He published his findings 
and conclusions in two books, .I.!:!!:. Nature of the Creative Activity and 
Creative and Mental Growth. The latter, in the years following its 
publication, virtually became the 11bible 11 of art education. 
Other important researchers and writers in art education during 
this period were: 
Natalie R. Cole, The Arts in the Classroom (New York: The John Day Co., 
1940-r:- - --
John Dewey, Art As Experience (New York: Minton, Balch, and Co., 1934). 
Felix Payant, Our Changing Art Education (Columbus, Ohio: Keramic Studio 
Publishing Co., 1935). 
Herbert E. Read, Education Through Art (New York: Pantheon Books, 1946, 
second edition). 
Henry Schaefer-Simmern, The. Unfolding of Artistic Activity (Berkely and 
Los Angeles: University of California Press, 
1948). 
Rosabell MacDonald, Art 22_ Education (New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1941). 
Thomas Monro, Art Education: Its Philosophy and Psychology (New York: 
Liberal Arts Press, 1956). 
Victor D1Amico, Creative Teaching lD. Art (Scranton, Pa.: International 
Textbook Co., 1947). 
I I A DECADE OF MATURITY: 1950-1960 
For several decades, various art educators had been advocating 
a creative approach to the art activity in education. In general 
practice, however, art had continued to be a copious, representational 
exercise. Finally, during the 1950 1 s, the development of creative 
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individuals became accepted as the primary role of art education. 
Research studies and writings of such people as those 1 isted above, 
provided understanding of the creative process to those young people 
interested in entering the field of art education, and to those already 
in the field who had studied under the old school of thought. For the 
first time, teachers were being trained to use the creative art activity 
to develop the potential creative abilities of American youth. 
Methods and Curriculum 
During the 1950 1s, the changes in the curriculum, methods of 
approach and instruction, materials used, and basic philosophical concepts 
which had been advocated by such people as Lowenfeld, D1Amico, and others 
of the past and earlier decades, were adopted almost everywhere in the 
art programs of American schools. The day of copying the work of others, 
or following patterns and producing rigid or academic types of visual 
art was gone. This approach had been replaced by individual interpretation 
of areas of the child's activities, interests, and growth. 
The new approach to the art program was based on the learning 
process as it is brought about through the acquaintance with and handling 
of many materials. It tended to satisfy the creative urge which is 
inherent in every child and to provide varied opportunities for its 
spontaneous release. The new art education allowed each child to grow 
as an individual. He was granted freedom of art expression and a full 
play of his imagination. It was felt that the art program should be 
flexible, especially in the primary years, and as the eh ild progressed, 
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guidance should be provided and differentiated according to his needs. 
Finally, it was to be clearly understood in this decade, that the purpose 
of general art education was not to train producing artists. Instead 
it was to be based on the thesis that art is part of the child 1s 1 ife.3 
The curriculum of the new art education was very broad. Unlike 
the past when in the majority of schools it consisted of drawing only, 
art education of the 1950 1 s included drawing (in many forms and with many 
materials), painting (various types of paint and application), model ing, 
sculpting, constructing, weaving, and creative crafts of different types. 
It was not necessarily desirable, but so broad was the base of the 
1950-1960 art curriculum, that an imaginative teacher could possibly 
offer his class daily art for an entire year and never exactly duplicate 
any activities. The possible creative learning experiences were infinite, 
the materials accessible, and only the lazy or very narrow teacher failed 
to take advantage of them. 
Physical Plants for Art Education 
During the 1950 1 s, the art teacher was finally given a room of 
his own in most schools of the East, Midwest, and Far West. In many 
cases, in the poorer school systems, that room consisted of a rennovated 
3The material above is a compilation of information taken from 
the following two sources: 11Art Education: Basic Concepts and Experiences," 
Pennsylvania Department of Public Instruction, Bulletin 233-C, 1950.and 
Howard Conant and Arne Randall, Art in Education (Peoria, 111.: Charles 
A. Bennett Co., Inc.~ 1959). --
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basement room, or a section,of the cafeteria, but for the most part, 
the art classes were taken from the regular classroom when a special 
art teacher was available. As new schools were being built, plans for 
a special art room were usually included. These art rooms were usually 
large and colorful, containing storage rooms, shelves, and drawers, 
sinks, and ample display space. In most senior and junior high schools 
kilns were installed to fire ceramic pieces. Most of the rooms were 
equipped with large tables and chairs rather than individual desks, 
providing more flexibility and conveniency in the use of materials and 
activity planning. 
Creative Activity Materials 
Many new materials appeared in the creative art programs during 
this period. Many of these were commercially manufactured art materials, 
pastel chalks, tiles for mosaics, pre-mixed finger paint, various types 
of drawing paper, etc. But, the most exciting new art materials were 
those not ordinarily intended to be used as art materials. These 
materials had their source in garages, attics, basements, grocery 
stores, electrical companies, trash dumps, and on and on. These materials 
ranged from small pieces of gravel and sand to large cardboard boxes. 
In fact, anywhere anything could be found whose properties seemed to 
display potential creative possibl ities, it was usually utilized. In 
many cases, the teacher incouraged the children to look for materials 
which they felt could be used for creating something. But, regardless 
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of who supplied the materials, or from where they came, the most common 
procedure was to let the students experiment with them, discovering 
their potentials and 1 imitations. Once they understood the materials 
properties, they could then decide for what type of creative activity 
the materials were best suited, and proceed to perform them. 
It may be that the origin and popularity of the trend toward 
this type of materials grew out of the desire of certain art teachers 
to add variety to their programs, but whose budget would not allow the 
purchase of additional commercial materials,. However, utilization of 
these materials contributed more than economy to the art programs. 
Through the exploration, experimentation, and manipulation of the 
materials the students not only develop an awareness of the properties 
of various materials, but they also develop an appreciation of the subtle 
internal and external design qualities characteristic to many materials 
which they handle everyday, but to which they pay attention (buttons, 
corregated cardboard, plants, shells, leaves, pine cones, etc). The 
students develop an ability to improvise in everyday life as everyone 
must occasionally. Finally, the students are afforded a host of new 
and unusual experiences which result in finished works that are often 
much more exciting than those made of traditional materials. 
Additional new and unusual, free or inexpensive materials used 
during the 1950 1s were: 
FABRICS: yarn, string, rope, vegetable bags (neted), burlap, 
carpeting material, etc. 
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FOOD STUFFS: cerals, beans, peas, rice, corn, macaroni, pods 
and shells, potatoes, carrots, turnips, beets, 
buttemilk, eggs, etc. 
METALS: electrical wire (may or may not have been insulated), 
stovepipe wire, copper tubing, sheet copper, nuts and 
bolts, solder, pipe cleaner, tin cans, etc. 
MINERAL AND STONE: sand, sandstone, colored sand and abrasives 
pebbles, plaster, salt (granulated and rock), 
soil, etc. 
GLASS: bottles, jars, mirrors, stained glass scraps, etc. 
NATURAL MATERIALS: seeds, stalks, pods, grass, fruits, buds, 
reeds, leaves, fur, bones, feathers, etc. 
PAPER: tissue, newspaper, papercups, egg cartons, foil paper, 
wall paper, chipboard, carton spacers, corregated paper, 
textured packing paper, waxed paper, celophane, etc. 
WOOD: spools, tongue depressors, swab sticks, sawdust, sticks 
bark from trees, toothpicks, etc. 
AND MANY OTHERS, the 1 ist is virtually unlimited. 
Training for Art Teachers 
As the role, form, and approach of art education changed, and 
as the content of the curriculum broadened, so did the preparation 
necessary to successfully teach art change, both in breadth and depth. 
No longer was a 1 iberal training in painting, drawing, or sculpting 
considered adequate. Even a broad background in the various areas of 
the visual arts was not enough. Most states were beginning to require 
a broad background, not only in the arts, but one including several 
courses in English, science, social science, and professional education. 
Because of the psychological implications of the new art education, it 
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became very desirable that the prospective art teacher obtain a firm 
grasp of child and adolescent psychology. Practice teaching was also 
required in most states before a student could receive unrestricted 
certification. 
Most of the prospective art teachers were receiving a very 
diversified training in the various areas of art. Several courses in 
each of drawing, painting, design, ceramics, jewelry, sculpture, art 
history, and methods of teaching (professional art education), were 
taken by every student majoring in art education. 
Organizations Servin£ ~rt .Educatio~ 
In the late 19th and early 20th Century, several professional 
organizations were founded in different parts of the United States to 
provide service to art teachers and to encourage the exchange of ideas. 
These organizations are now known as the Western Arts, Eastern Arts, 
Southeastern Arts, and Pacific Arts Associations, respectively. In 1947, 
members of these four groups formed the National Art Education Association 
which became on of the departments of the National Education Association. 
These national and regional associations provided a great deal of 
service to the teachers in keeping them abreast of the changes as art 
education developed into what it was during the 1950 1 s. 
Many state offices of education have a department of art 
education which serves the schools, classroom teachers and art teachers--
pub] ishing art guides, research abstracts, survey statistics, and other 
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information related to the teaching of art. 
Other organizations which served art education during the 1950 1 s 
were: 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ARTS 
ARTISTS EQUITY ASSOCIATION 
COLLEGE ART ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
INTERNATIONAL DESIGN CONFERENCE IN ASPEN 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR EDUCATION THROUGH ART 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON ART EDUCATION 
TRAVELING ART INCORPORATED. 
Books and ,Li terat l1[_~ 
During the period from 1950 to 1960, there were undoubtedly 
more books, periodicals, articles, newsletters, and phamplets published 
concerning art education than in all previous decades combined. This 
1 iterature grew out of the needs and desires of art teachers and students 
to learn and keep abreast of the new art education. There was 1 iterature 
on theory, practical application, project ideas, techniques, art history, 
and art appreciation. It would be ridiculous to attempt to 1 ist all of 
these publications, or even all of the very good ones. However, some 
of the important publications of the period are 1 isted below. 
Arts and Activities, F. Louis Hoover, editor, (Skokie, 111.: 
-- .. _Th·~ Jones Publishing Co.), A monthly periodical. 
Elsie R. Boyl est on, ~r.illLY..~ Jxpress ion .~i th .. Cra_xons (Worcester, 
Mass.: The Davis Press, 1956). 
Victor D1Amico, .£.r...~at.i'L~ .Teaching l.n Au. (Scranton, Pa.: Inter-
national Textbook Co., 1953). 
I ta l i o L. DeFrancesco, Art_ Edu cat i Q.D.,_-1..!;2. 1:1~ and .Ends (New 
York: Harper and Brothers, 1958). 
Charles Gaits ke 11, Art _Education .ln !h.~ llridergarten (Pear i a, 
111.: Char] es A. Bennett Co., Inc. 1952). 
Mary Grace Johnston, Paper Sculpture (Worcester, Mass.: The 
Davis Press, 1958). 
Frederick M. Logan, .Growth of Art Jn American .~chool s (New 
York: Harper and Brother, 1955). 
Viktor Lowenfeld, Creative and Mental Growth, 3rd Ed. (New York: 
The Macmillan Co., 1953f. 
Thomas Munro, ArJ: Jducation, .Its .Philosophy and Psychol~y 
(New York: Liberal Arts Press, 1956). 
School Art~ Magazin~, D. Kenneth Winebrenner, editor, (Worcester, 
Mass.: The Davis Press, Inc., Monthly). 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
A society is a group of people with similar basic interests, 1 iving 
together, working together, and dying together if necessary, to further 
the growth and development of those interests. In an early primitive 
tribe, that may only have consisted of searching for food, shelter, and 
fighting off a neighboring tribe. However, in a complex society such 
as the United States', it goes a great deal farther than that. Our 
society is composed of a great many segments--food producers, goods 
producers, educators, military, and leaders, all of which depend on one 
another if they are to function properly. If some event occurs which 
is detrimental to one segment, in most cases, the other segments are 
detrimentally affected also; not by the event itself, but by the improper 
functioning of the segment directly affected. 
Outside of the military, education is probably the segment of 
American society most affected by the functioning of the remainder of 
society. Not only is education financed, but exists to serve the society 
and the individuals which make up that society. Education must therefore, 
gain both the people's interest and their support. Whenever events occur 
which affect that interest and support, education is similarly affected. 
Since art education is an integral part of education, it is likewise 
influenced. 
During the period 1950-1960, the social environment of the United 
States was of active change and development. The previous chapter 
testified to a similar growth and development in the area of art 
education. It is quite certain the great growth and development of 
American society in general, directly influenced the similar action in 
art education. What is not certain is, which of the affected areas of 
the social environment influenced art education, and in what way was 
art education influenced by them. 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS' INFLUENCE ON ART EDUCATION 
As a rule, when war breaks out, every segment of society is 
affected. However, the Korean War was different. The American 
people had begun to appreciate the importance of education, and hardly 
any part of education was affected. 
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Those foreign affairs which did affect or influence art education 
were those growing out of the 11cold war, 11 Communist competition, Sputnik, 
and the space race. 
The increase in the Russian military and economic power after 
World War I I, and the Communist scare in America combined to make the 
American people aware of the importance of education in preserving 
their world leadership. Since almost anytime general education benefits 
from an event, art education does also, the increase in interest and 
support in this case, benefitted art education as well as education in 
general. 
When the Russians launched Sputnik in 1957, the American people 
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became frightened and indignant, calling for an improved educational 
system to turn out more creative scientists. As the development of 
creative individuals is primarily thejob of art education, this should 
have helped art education more than it did. For although professional 
educators were well aware of the primarly source of creativity in educaion, 
and would have had the stress placed on improved art education, the 
majority of Americans felt that an increased concentration of science 
in the schools would automatically produce the "creative" scientists. 
And, the majority of the benefit was to the various sciences. 
Sputnik was only the beginning. The race to conquer outer space 
and to reach the moon began soon after. This race was to last for many 
years, and was probably more beneficially influential to art education 
than was the Sputnik event itself. The professional art educators in 
time were able to gain attention to their ability to develop creativity 
in individuals and that this creativity would function to the benefit 
of whatever area of study he chose to work. 
I I ECONOMIC AFFAIRS' INFLUENCE ON ART EDUCATION 
The greatest influence on art education during the period 1950-
1960 probably grew out of economic events and conditions. The 1950 1 s 
was a decade of great general prosperity. American industry was grow-
ing and expanding. New products and services were developing overnight. 
All of this led to increased family income which in turn meant more 
income for local, state, and federal governments. Since schools and 
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education are financed by all three levels, more money was available to 
spend for improved education. For the first time, schools could afford 
to adequately provide, supply, and maintain art rooms, hire qualified 
art teachers, allowing them to put into practice the theories and 
philosophies of the past decade, 1940-1950. 
The industry boom included those which manufactured art supplies. 
These companies poured money into research and began marketing many new 
and different art materials, and improved variations of traditional 
materials. This aided the art programs by adding variety and by improving 
the qualities of paintings, chalk drawings, etc. 
I I I EDUCATION 1 S INFLUENCE ON ART EDUCATION 
As stated before, any benefit to general education is a benefit 
to art education. Therefore, anything that was done to gain attention 
to improving general education and secured funds to do so, indirectly 
benefited the cause of art education, and there were many. Some of 
these were the improvement of teachers' salaries, the building of new 
schools to meet rising enrollment (secured new art rooms), and the 
drive for improved programs and instruction (carried over into art 
education, improving art programs and bringing in new, qualified teachers). 
IV CULTURAL INFLUENCE ON ART EDUCATION 
fn Chapter I I, art in the schools was 1 isted as one of the 
factors responsible for the increased interest in the fine arts during 
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the period 1950-1960. Nevertheless, that same increased interest in 
performing, viewing, and collecting the fine arts also influenced the 
growth of art education. It stands to reason that an art-conscious 
parent is more interested in his child's art training than is a parent 
uninterested in art. 
SUMMARY 
The period 1950-1960, insofar as art education was concerned, 
was the decade of maturity. For the first time in its history, art 
educators were able to close the gap between the level of ideas of 
the theorists and the level of application. In other words, during this 
period the art programs took on the form desired and advocated by the 
professional art educators, and the art teachers were using those 
methods of instruction designed to develop creative individuals. 
Many things contributed to this achievement, not a few of 
which lay outside the area of art education. The great general 
prosperity of the American people during this period, made the money 
available, and the anxiety produced by Communist achievements in the 
race for space and missle construction, helped them decide to direct 
those finances toward improving their educational system. 
What 1 ies ahead for art education? Will it continue to grow and 
develop in a spirit of maturity, or will it slip into another period 
of neglect and concern? In the past, art education's progress has 
depended upon events in and conditions surrounding the other segments 
of society. However, the future at this time looks bright. Let us hope 
that the people of America have learned that they are what creative ideas 
have made them and they shall continue to be only if they have creative 
ideas to lead them. And finally, that it is the art in education which 
better than anything else, develops those kinds of minds which produce 
creative ideas. 
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